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User’s Guide



TAU
Toroidal Amplifying Unit
The product you just acquired is a Professional Energy Harmonizing
instrument.

The TAU, Toroidal Amplification Unit is able to exponentially amplify the 

effectiveness of the PHI/PHIWATER (not enclosed).
The PHI energy field is therefore exponentially amplifyed both in workload and 

in harmonizing quality, enabling the TAU to become an effective re-harmonizing 

environmental instrument.

The instrrument is powered by a CR1612 lithium battery that has to be

preacautionally exchanged every two years to keep the device in perfect

efficency.

Replacing the battery is straightforward, just unscrew the round compartment at
the base of the instrument in order to access it. Lithium batteries have not to be

tampered with, disposed in fire (they could explode!) or placed in ordinary

municipal waste, but disposed of in accordance with current regulations..
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Technical Specifications



The TAU is equipped with two identical 
outlets, to be used as required: one is 
presetted for connecting the TAU to the 
mains ground, the other one makes the TAU 
able to connect to other objects, surfaces or 
for indirectly irradiate specific body parts. 

The upper housing, called "central core", has been 
devised to house in contact both the radiating or the 
absorbing side of the Phi/Phiwater, for a total of four 
possible informative patterns.
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Technical Specifications



il Phi, che rappresenta una sorta di “hardware attivante”, viene letteralmente “incastonato” nel central core del
Tau, andando ad attivare ed informare in maniera specifica e per conduzione diretta, la macchina sottile
che comincia a pulsare ed irradiare un flusso eterico armonizzato e armonizzante di forma toroidale.
Il Tau funge da cassa di risonanza eterica al flusso toroidale generato dal Phi andandone ad amplificare in
maniera esponenziale la forza, la potenza e il volume di irraggiamento.

The Phi/Phiwater becomes a sort of "activating hardware" for the TAU which starts to resonate in tune with it
and emits an informed, coherent and harmonized toroidal flux. The PHI energy field is therefore exponentially
amplifyed both in workload and in harmonizing quality, enabling the TAU to become an effective re-
harmonizing instrument.
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Flux Dynamics



Environmental energy re-
harmonization

Cleansing, harmonizing and 
energizing of any energetic 
memory support.

TheraPhi: professional 
personal re-harmonization

The Tau has been engineered to be a powerful, versatile and professional
instrument.
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Guidelines



The instrument reveals itself eclectic also in its radiating patterns, we are
infact able to choose between 4 intervention modes:
Direct
Direct + Volumetric (by means of mains ground connection)
Direct + Dot-Like (by means of connection to objects, surfaces or 
electrodes)
Direct + Volumetric + Dot-Like (by means of both outlets simultaneously)
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Radiating Patterns


